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Where are we (one year after)?

Nucleic acids extraction
- Recovery of nucleic acids from the pathogen
- Remove the nucleic acids from the host

Sequencing
- Long-reads for better resolution
- Short reads for fast turn-around time
- Include negative control

Data analysis
- Are conventional gold standards appropriate?
- Open access
- Universal, fast bio-informatic pipeline
- Identification of contaminants

Clinical translation
- Towards therapeutic bacterial cocktails
- Identification of new pathogens
- Tailored antimicrobial treatment
Where are we (one year after)?

**Nucleic acid extraction**
- Schizophrenia: removing host DNA or not?

**Sequencing**
- Faster and faster!
- Storage?

**Data analysis**
- Which pipeline?
- CMg provides lots of information, including human DNA/transcriptome
- Ethics

**Clinics**
- Main endpoint, after all?
- Identification of "new" "pathogens"
- Outcome
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